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Abstract  

As we know that internet plays an important role in supply chain management, but cyber 

criminals are a threat to supply chain management. Maintaining a good supply is necessary 

for any industry but Internet security is a concern for customers and supply chain members. If 

transaction of information is not secured properly secured then data can be hacked. 

Application of ICT or Information and communicating technology is growing exponentially 

in SCM or Supply Chain Management in order to increase the profitability and productivity 

in business. This growth in information technology in supply chain management has 

completely papers based environment to the virtual supply chain that's generating electronic 

risks or e-risks through frauds or cybercrime. Even though reducing e-risks from data 

generated in the regular operations of the networks of supply chain is a huge challenge for the 

auditors, decision makers, investigating and the date ting agencies. It is known that 

technology is considered to be a double edge sword that could be used reciprocally who h 

may be used for preventing e-risk in supply chain management. The main aim of these 

empirical papers is discussing application of IT and the trend for curbing e-risks of supply 

chain. The exponential rise and growth of IT or Information Technology with the help of 



communication technology in SCM or Supply Chain Management plays an important role in 

optimisation of decisions of network flow of supply chain in order to achieve  
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Introduction  

In past few decades, the organisations were quite reluctant in sharing the data because of a 

leakage in their secrets of trade id business. However, these organisations are even bound to 

adopt use of IT rapidly in their SCM for surviving at the international marketplace because of 

globalisation. SCM or Supply Chain Management is a complex and an integrated networking 

concept which refers to sun of processes which starts from procurement of raw materials 

from producer and manufacturer and ending with the delivery of end products to consumers. 

Because of increasing complexities in data, the risk of uncertainty in the supply chain has 

been growing, causing rising vulnerability of e-risks or electronic risks. IT enabled supply 

chain management may manage easily the flow of the data and information with the key 

business process, money and material in as well as outside networks and also contribute 

towards the profits of the firm by enhancing the quality and as by reducing the cost of 

coordination as well as transaction risk (Varma and Khan, 2015). 

 The vigorous use of IT in the supply chain generates the chances of cybercrime in the form 

of computer assisted like phishing, backing and computer focused through hate crime, 

internet and telemarketing and fraud crime. Commonly used terms for such crime includes 

computer crimes, cybercrime, computer misuse, computer crime, online crime, internet 

crime, etc. Thus, Information Technology is one of the critical prerequisites to manage the 

supply chain. The organisations which spend time as well as money for detecting, 

investigating, analysing and preventing it. The detecting agencies and the investigators are 

compelled to wade across a huge amount of data that the potential perpetrators generally 

count on for shielding them from prosecution and detection.  

A lot of papers have discussed on techniques, strategies and technologies for designing and 

development of Supply Chain Management, modelling, survey papers about taxonomy of 

Supply Chain Management and the assessment of Supply Chain Management. There are just 

a couple of literature survey which deal with prevention as well as generation of the E-risks 

by information technology in supply chain management. However, as per a comprehensive 

survey on information Technology in Supply Chain Management would be useful for 



identifying and preventing the E-risks. Also, a few directions of research are indicated in 

order to develop information technology embedded supply chain management system for 

detection of fraud for reducing risks. The relationship between information technology and 

supply chain management have been discussed in a lot of papers as internet helps in 

increasing the richness of communication with the help of greater interactivity amongst the 

customer and the firm (Kundu, 2015).  

 

Literature Review 

In spite of the fact that organizations are changing and displaying their cycles as a connection 

in the store network we see an alternate methodology inside hazard the board. Hazard the 

executives is the recognizable proof and prioritization of dangers, and the interaction to 

acquire control on the likelihood and effect over the distinguished dangers. Inside hazard the 

executives the independent substance is as yet the perspective albeit new dangers have arisen 

because of the development towards store network the board. On the off chance that 

organizations do see hazards on a store network level they are basically of a functional and 

strategic nature. In the production network time all dangers should be seen from a store 

network point of view and organizations ought to change their danger the executives come 

nearer from organization based to production network based (Roba Salem and 

Haouari,2016). This goes for all dangers, for example, monetary, functional, IT and data 

chances. Inside IT and data the executives many new dangers arose. These dangers arose on 

the grounds that the inventory network idea is for the most part worked with by means of the 

joining of IT frameworks. Other than these arose chances we noticed that the administration 

and use of IT frameworks inside supply chains has been widely examined in both scholarly 

and expert writing, yet its board hazard in supply chains has gotten less consideration 

(Kaufmann, Carter, Rauer, 2016). 

Since little is distributed on IT hazards in store network the executives this review 

endeavours to add to the issue addressed of less thoughtfulness regarding IT chances inside 

supply chains. This commitment has consequently been of significance to the scholarly 

world. Moreover it has pertinence for organizations which seek after upper hand all through 

production network joint effort (Jyri, Paavo and Jukka, 2016). 

The focal point of this review was set on the up and downstream inventory network, as 

distinguished as two of the five principle fields, as displayed in figure 1, of IT support in 



supply chains by the store network gathering and on IT hazards around the "PC". In this way 

the accompanying exploration question was formed (Kihyun, Hokey and Soonhong, 2016). 

Supply networks are turning out to be more complicated, progressively changing trap of 

connections. While this intricacy emerges from many sources, some key drivers are 

expanding item/administration intricacy, e-business, re-evaluating, and globalization 

(Kilubi, 2016). 

Expanding interest for item/administration execution and assortment, joined with additional  

complex item/administration and cycle innovations, has prompted progressively complex 

items and administrations. Different elements of intricacy affecting on supply chains have 

been identified, including: scale, mechanical curiosity, amount of sub-frameworks parts, level 

of customization of parts in the eventual outcome/administration, amount of elective plan and 

conveyance ways, number of criticism circles in the creation and conveyance framework, 

assortment of particular information bases, abilities and capabilities fused in the 

item/administration bundle, force and degree of end client inclusion, vulnerability and change 

of end client necessities, degree of provider association in the advancement and change 

process, administrative contribution, number of entertainers in the chain, web of monetary 

courses of action supporting the item/administration, and degree of political and partner 

intercession. 

One of the impacts of expanding item/administration intricacy is the acknowledgment that 

solitary firms can't be astounding at everything; this brings about re-appropriating. 

Rethinking includes the utilization of experts to give skill, advancements and assets to give 

portions of the entirety. Rethinking not just effects on the association and its close 

connections, yet additionally changes supply network construction and cycles. Collecting 

these changes, re-evaluating changes industry structures, moving the 'balance' of supply 

markets. Expanded re-evaluating permits admittance to worldwide business sectors, and may 

make associations look for global hotspots for saw 'top tier's presentation. This has added to 

supply chains becoming globalized (Michael, Hugh and Steven, 2016). 

Re-appropriating is just a single driver of globalization. The transnational portability of 

capital, data, individuals, items and administrations is expanding, prompting 'worldwide 

snares' Strategic plan, worldwide brands, economies of scale and extension, the board of the 

worth chain, similar benefit, market access, the development of deregulation and working 

with data innovations, most as of late e-business, have all been referred to by different 

creators as contributory explanations behind globalization. 



E-business, or 'working together electronically', has expanded freedoms to reach new clients 

and providers and react to quickly changing markets. The new market and business openings 

managed by the Internet speed up change and intricacy in supply organizations, and therefore 

increment hazard.  

The consolidated, chaotic, interlaced impacts of expanding item/administration intricacy, 

rethinking globalization and e-business have caused supply organizations to turn out to be 

progressively complicated and dynamic. The past, somewhat straightforward business-to-

business connections including item/administration and instalment trades led at a careful 

distance are presently inserted in complex between association network streams of theoretical 

and unmistakable highlights; the elusive elements in networks are hard to look at as they are 

'messed up' with numerous different elements and their gathering is exceptionally setting 

explicit. A huge theoretical element in these chains is hazard. 

It tends to be sub-isolated into hazard assessment and hazard assessment. On the off chance 

that we consider the data on which the appraisal must be based, dangers can fall into 

somewhere around three distinct classes including chances for which measurements of 

recognized setbacks are accessible; hazards for which there might be some proof, yet where 

the association between speculated cause also, injury to any one individual can't be followed; 

and master's best gauge of probabilities of occasions that poor person yet occurred.  

Hazard appraisal incorporates choosing values for various dangers. Nonetheless, it probably 

won't be imaginable to gather all the data important to help out hazard computation in light of 

the fact that the data isn't there or it requires some investment or is too expensive to even 

think about getting. We are then confronted with a decision. Possibly we decide to just survey 

those dangers that we have sufficient data going to have the option to do computations 

dependent on "hard", objective realities like measurements. Or then again we decide to say 

that it is smarter to think about all dangers, albeit a portion of those danger appraisals must be 

founded on "delicate" information like abstract decisions by individual specialists inside the 

significant region. 

Hazard appraisal is the thing that we as private people do each day, for example at the point 

when we choose to take the vehicle rather than the train for a specific outing or when we 

decide to go across the road outside rather than inside the passer-by crossing. Those choices 

are somewhat founded on genuine data and part of the way dependent on our abstract 

decisions. Experts would most likely have taken different choices in a portion of the 

circumstances since they approach more information, particularly inside their own 

uncommon region, for example traffic security. Yet, despite the fact that they are the 



specialists, they can't keep away from subjectivity – however the level of subjectivity should 

be lower than for a layman (Mehrdokht et al., 2016).  

 

By and large, From the meanings of hazard gave before, apparently to evaluate hazard there 

are two primary inquiries to be responded to concerning how possible (plausible) is it that an 

occasion will happen and what is the meaning of the results and misfortunes? 

The principal question can be partitioned further. The probability of an occasion happening 

relies halfway upon the degree of the openness to chance and incompletely on the probability 

of a trigger that will understand the danger. The acknowledgment of hazard might be halfway 

impacted by an association and people inside it and incompletely by things past their impact; 

this identifies with order of immediate and aberrant dangers. Obviously, in any case, this 

categorisation isn't general—some exceptionally incredible associations and people will be in 

a situation to impact guideline, governmental issues and markets. Others might have the 

option to adapt and respond to these business ecological impacts.  

The subsequent inquiry can likewise be separated. A portion of the meaning of the results can  

be assessed sensibly precisely in case there are guidelines or laws in presence that you should  

agree with; rebelliousness regularly conveys known punishments. A portion of the meaning 

of the results relies upon various conditions; a nearby figure of notoriety is bound to have 

their legal dispute advertised in the neighbourhood press than a less known. Person 

(Wiengarten et al., 2016). 

  

Conclusion  

Because of globalisation, customisation, outsourcing, time for marketing and pressure of 

pricing the enterprises are compelled to adopt and effective and efficient supply chain 

management system. For surviving, the enterprises often feel that the conventional 

integration of supply chain will require expansion beyond the boundaries in order to integrate 

all the stakeholders. The adoption of IT tools is also important for these kinds of efforts. 

Several papers have discussed the importance of information technology as the enabler of 

Supply Chain management with a lot of benefits to the organisations with the comprehensive 

information technology implementation and curbing the E-risks. Technology is like a double 

edge sword. Society depends completely on technology and cybercrimes would definitely 

increase. There would always be unexpected and new challenges to be handled in terms of 

cyber terrorists and cyber criminals but it is possible to win just through collaboration and 



partnership of both the government and the individuals. In India cybercrime has increased by 

almost 60% in the past couple of years. History is witness that absolutely no technology or 

legislation has succeeded in eliminating crime. Securing the virtual and physical systems that 

is sabotage on the computer system as well as their access to database and information by the 

cyber criminals has been a crucial risk for supply chain management.  
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